
Foreword 

 

Scientific interest in the research on the synthesis, properties, characterisation and 

applications of nanomaterials has greatly increased in the past 12 years. The discovery that 

nano-dimensional aggregation of materials results in tremendous improvement in their 

kinetic, electronic, optical and electrochemical properties intensified research into their 

production and application in new technological devices. Nanoscience is a multidisciplinary 

field of study with the result that nanomaterials are produced for, and used in, disparate 

research areas ranging from biomedical sciences to materials science, engineering, energy, 

catalysis and sensors. The reason for their extensive application is the relative ease of 

producing a variety of ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ nanomaterials by physical, chemical and 

electrochemical methods. Soft nanomaterials are organic compounds and polymers and 

dendrimers that can be prepared alone or as composite entities.  

 

The most important and most applied soft nano-polymers are carbon nanotubes (CNT). 

Carbon nanotubes are unique in that they represent the most widely known single-element 

polymeric materials which are formed from rolled-up polycarbon sheet chemically referred to 

as graphene. Many studies have been reported with single walled carbon nanotubes 

(SWCNT) containing only one graphene sheet and multi-walled carbon nanotubes 

(MWCNT) containing two or more cylindrical layers of rolled-up graphene sheets. Several 

researchers have used CNT alone or as a composite of other compounds and elements in 

applications as widespread as sensors, electronics, fuel cell membrane, organic capacitors, 

batteries and photovoltaic cells. Some of these applications of CNT have been presented in 

this book for other types of polymeric nanomaterials. 

 

Among the polymeric soft materials are conducting polymers and co-polymers, normally 

produced by oxidative polymerisation of monomers using suitable strong oxidants or by self 

assembly electrosynthesis at appropriate applied potentials. Conducting polymers are 

characteristically among the few organic nanomaterials that can exhibit near metallic 

conductivity (e.g. polyaniline) and can be produced in a variety and variations of 
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nanostructured architectural designs including nanotubes, nanorods, nanowires and 

nanoparticles. In additions the nanotubes, nanorods and nanowires form polymeric 

nanobundles while the nanoparticles agglomerate to form several nanoclusters that can be 

used in specialised applications. The ease of manipulating the morphology, conductivity and 

electrochemistry of polymeric nanostructures by controlling the polymerisation chemical and 

physical conditions makes this class of soft nanomaterials very cost effective to produce for 

use in the various areas of applications. Polyaniline, polypyrrole, polythiophene, and 

polyurethane nanomaterials and their composites are among the most studied polymeric 

nanomaterials and some examples of their synthesis, unique physical and chemical properties 

and applications in reactors, fuel cells and electrocatalysts and solar cells are presented in this 

book.  

 

Nanostruturisation of inorganic ‘hard’ materials of pure metals, alloys, semiconductors and 

metal oxides impart special surface, interfacial and quantum mechanical properties that were 

hitherto not associated with the same material in the bulk state or macroscale. Often this 

results in the creation of new spectroscopic and optical signatures for the materials and alters 

their electro-magnetic and chemical properties. For example gold and platinum nanoparticles 

could be applied as catalysts, while silicon nanotubes can exhibit metallic conductivity. This 

aspect of nanoscience is exemplified in this book by the application of titanium nanotubes in 

photochemical reactors, silicon nanoparticles in solar cells, and other metal nanoparticles as 

in catalysis and paints. 

 

This book will be very useful to researchers working on polymeric nanomaterials for 

catalysis and energy application. 
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